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Decision-maker's Title: LOCAL GOVERNMENT STANDARDS PANEL
Jurisdiction;          Complaints of minor breach by local government cÿunoil

members
Act:                  Local Government Act 1995
File No;s:            SP 31 & 40 of 2010 (OLG 20100195/20100211)
Heard;               Determined on the documents
Considered:          11 May 2011
Coram:               Mr 8. Jolly (Presiding Member)

COuncillor C. Adams (Member)
Mr J. Lyon (Member)

Complaint No, SP 31 of 20t0
Complainant: (Mr) lan Craig MeDOWELL
Council member complained' about:   Councillor Donald YATES
And
Complaint No, SP 40 of 2010
Complainant: (Ms) Michelle STUBBS
Councl! member complained about:   Councillor Donald YATES

Local Government:
Regulation a{leged breached:

Town of Bassendean
Regulatfon   10(3)   of  the   Local
Government  (Rules  of  Conduct)
Regb/ab'on.ÿ 2007

FINDINGS AND REASONS FOR FINDINGS

SUMMARY OF FINDINGS

The Panel round that Councillor Yates
(a)  did not commit a breach of regulation 10(3)(b) when he made the statements

complained about during the debate; and
(b)  committed a breach of regulation 1=0(3)(a) in that during the subject debate

when members of the public were present, he orally made statements implying
that Mr McDowell (a Town employee at the time and the author of the officer
report that was before CouncLI on such item) vÿas dishonest by dehberately
including in that report. (i) unnecessary items of expenditure to improperly
inflate the total budget for the project concerned to such an extent that Council
WOUtd not approve 'the carrying out of" the preFer-t; and (li) pncings that were
dishonest in that they were deliberately 'exaggeÿatecf'.
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FINDINGS AND REASONS FOR FINDINGS

Preliminary and procedural matters

1. The matters mentioned in Attachment A am incorporated here as If set out In full.
As mentioned in paragraph 10 of Attachment A, the information before the Panel in
relation to this matter is the information and documents described in the table under
the heading 'Available information' in that Attachment. Those documents are referred
to in these Reasons, in dallcs within square brackets, by the relevant Dec ID in the
table for the relevant document - e g. [Dec ÿ2] refers to the document that is Dec ID
B2 in the table. Pages in a document described in the table are similarly referred to
below by the relevant pagets number foliowed by the relevant Doe ID - e,g. [pp3-
4Doe B2] refers to pages 3 - 4 of Dec iD ÿ32.

Allegations of minor breach made in the complaints

Z. There are two allegations of minor breach in this matter that have been put to
Councillor Yates for his response. The allegationS, as confirmed in effect by Mr
MoDewell and Ms Stubbs, are as follows:

(1) [allegation (I)1 That during the debate on item 10.9 at the Town of
Bassendean's Ordinary Council Meeting held on 13 July 2010, when the
meeting was open to members of the publle, Councillor Yates
contravened regulation 10(3)(a) in that he orally made statements implying
that a local government employee - namely, Mr McDowell - is
incompetent or dishonest."
Details of the said statements orally made by Councillor "fates. as atle,qad
by Mr McDowel! and/or Ms Stubbs
(I)  "In other words It's a report at a pricing to stop the budget."
(it) ". _ because so many items that are coming out new where the pricing that

comes before the Council to consider appears to be exaggerated ..."
(lit) "Yeah, well i guess it's just a case in point, for example ,.. of the exercise,

but it does demonstrate it, A toilet, Point Reserve, ???? costs $30,000.."
(iv) "What we have here is a budget in the order of $50,000 to do this

particular nit) and slip road treatment I guess really what I'd like to see is
actually what a private contractor ÿould actually do the m'b and slip road
treatment for_ For example there is a cost in there, t think ÿt is for about
$5,000 for safety signage, road management related costs, New these
particular people on contract earn typically about $100/hour. What you are
suggesting with a budget of something like $5,000 they're going to be
there for a week For a week to put m a slip road and nib suggests thal
again that the costing has been exaggerated. So all I'm saying is, ._ "

(v) "My only concern is that we look for a review of thin and ff would be
interesting to get an estimate from eontractom who actually put in sllp
roads and nibs as to what they believe would be the cost to put in such a
treatment. Thankyeu"

(herein, allegation (1))
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(2) [arlegation (2):] "That during the debate on item t0.9 at the Town of
Bassendean's Ordinary Council Meeting held on 13 July 2010, when the
meeting was open to members of the public,  Councillor 'fates
contravened regulation 10(3)(b) in that he used offensive or objectionable
expressions In reference to a local government employee - namely, Mr
McDowell."
Details of the said offenaive or obiectionab/e extÿressions used by
CeunciUot Yates, as alleged by Mr McDowell and/or Ms Stubbs
(I)  "In other words it's a report at a pacing to stop the budget."
(ii)  "., so many items that are coming ouÿ now where the pricing that comes

before the CeunQit to consider appeaÿ to be exaggerafed ..."
(iii)  ", , suggests that again that the costing has been exaggerated,"

(herein, allegallon (2))

The context of the subject allegations

3. On the avallabte informatton the PaneP is reasonably satisfied'J, and accordingly
hereby finds, that the contexÿ and circumstances (herein. the Found Circumstances)
relevant in relation to Complaint SP36/2010 and Complaint SP41/2010 are as
follows:

(1) On 18 Deoember 2008 CouncillOr Yates was elected as a member of the
Council (herein, Council, or. the Council) of the Town of Bassendean (herein,
the Town) for a term expiring in October 2011. At all times relevant in relation to
Complaint SP31t2010 and COmplaint SP40t2010 Councl!lor Yates was, and is
currently, an elected member of the Council.

(2)  Councillor Yates attend at the Town of Bassendean's Ordinary Council Meeting
held on 13 July 2010 (herein, the July 2010 OCM) in his oapacity as a Council
member.

(3)  Item 10 9 at the July 2010 OCM was the consideration of a report (hereln, the
Officer Report) prepared by Mr McDowelI, Manager Asset Services. a Town
employee at the time.

(4)  The contents ef the Officer Report, as it appeared In the publicly ava=labre
agenda for the July 2010 OCM, reade:

"10 9  Traffic Management Morley Drive/Wicks Street Intersection (Ref:
TRAFIPLANNG!3 - lan McDowel!, Manager Asset Services)

APPLICATION
The purpose of this report is to present to Council information relating to the
safe movement of traffic at the MoHey Drive Wicks Street intersection.

BACKGROUND
The [ntersection of Modey Drive and Wicks Street is on the boundary betWeen
he Town of" Bassendean and the City of 8ayswater. Under the Boundary Roads

Memorandum of Understanding between the Town and the City of Bayswater,
all capital road works are funded on a 50/50 basis.

See paq-agraph 1 (d) of Attachment A,
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In 200810g, the Town and the City received State Black Spot funding to modLfy
the intersection of Morley Drive as a means of improving road safety and
reducing accidents. The works involved the construction of a dght turn slip lane
in Morley Ddve at the western leg of the intersection, the construction of a
seagull island in the median opening on Morley Drive, the installation of a traffic
island in Wicks Street at the intersection of Morley Drive, some road widening,
removal of vegetation, and changing the priority of the intersection from a Stop
to a Give Way.

Following these works, Concerns were raised by members of the community
that the intersection presented a risk for motorists trying to carry out a U-turn at
the intersection. In response to those concerns Council passed the following
resolutions:

OCM1 - 15/B/09 Moved Cr Yates, Seconded Cr Pule, that Council receives a
report on the following:
1.  A slip road and rounded median strip treatment being installed on the

eastern median strip of Morley Drive to facildate safe U turns; and
2.   That the City of Bayswateÿ and Main Roads WA be approached to

suggest a roended median strip treatment be reinstated on the western
median strip of Morley Drive to facilitate safe u turns

In September 2009, a report was presented to Council in response to OCM1 -
1518109 after which Council resolved the following:

OCM2 1319/09 - Moved Cr Yates, Secondect Cr Pule, that Council:
1.   Receives the informat=on provided in the reJation to traffic movement at

the Mortey DriveNVicks Street intersection as provided in the report
presented to the OCM of 22 September; and

2.   Notes that the Town will monitor the movement of traffic at this
Intersection using MRWA crash statistics, traffic data, and community
reports, and if needed Investigate modifications to the intersection in the
future.

OCM1 - 1618109 Moved Cr Yateso Seconded Cr PuPe, that Council:
1.   Relocated entrance and information sMgnage to the east of the pedestrian

crossing of the median strip, and
2.   Prunes endtor removes the ground cover and trees between the

intersection to the east of the pedestrian crossing, so as to permit clear
view of vehicles heading west an Morley Drive by drivers of vehicles
heading east on Morley Orive and turning into Wicks Street, and for the
cleat view by dnvers of pedestrians using the crossing point in the middle
of the median strip, to the east of the intersection.

The following actions were taken in response to OCM'i - 16t8t09 after which
line of sight at the intersection was signifioantly improved'
1.   The entry statement and information signage was removed, and
2.   Vegetation was pruned and/or removed from the median Island east of the

Intersection
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This report is presented to Council in response to the following NOtice of Motion;
OCM1 - 1616110 Moved Cr Yates, Seconded Cr Lewis:
1.  That the Town negotiates with Main Roads WA to make safer, the existing

U turn to the east of the Morley Drive and Wicks Street intersection
treatment by:
a.  Rounding the nib treatment to a more uniform radius;
b  Constructing a turn right pocket as ps rl of the eastern median strip

treatment In the middle of Morley Drive; and
C   If points la and 1 B are passed, that a report is brought back to

Council promptly w!lh a timetable and budget to oomplete such works
including other options that Council may undertake to improve the
safety of the particular U turn.

2   That a report is brought hack In Counÿi! on how to upgrade Morley Drive
between Wicks anÿl Lord Street with additional revised nib and turning
pocket treatments

STATUTORY REQUIREMENTS
Road Traff=c Code 2000 -Reg 32 (1)
(1)  A driver shall not commanee a U turn unless:

(a)  the tom can be made with safety and witho0t Interfering with the
movement of other traffic; and

(b}  the driver has a clear view of any approaching traffic.

STRATEGIC IMPLICATIONS
This project Is not listed in any of Council'S strategic planning doouments, nor is
there any funding listed in the existing budget or the Five Year Strategic
Financial Management Plan,

COMMENT
Traffic Assessment - Morley/Wicks
Immedialely prior to presenting a report to Council in relation to this matter tn
September last year, the Town conducted a traffic assessment of the southmn
lanes of Morley Drive that measure traffic speed and volumes The results are
as follows:

85th Percentile Speed (85% of traffic travel at this speed or lower)

The posted speed lirmt in Morley" Drive Is 70 kmlh.

Loÿatloq                                  ÿ5ÿh Pereei'ltÿ spÿd
120 Morley ÿ)tlve                              68.4 kmth
100 Morley Drive (Inside |abe)                  70.2 krnlh

Traff=c Volumes

Local=on                                  'Average Oaÿly Tÿ

!20 Mÿdey Drive 0nellie lane)                 5.6,75 Vehlcleelday
00 Morley Ddÿe (outsÿa lane)                5,9t3 ÿ'ÿliiÿestday
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The 85th percentile speed is the industry standard used to determine
speeding is an issue that requires immediate attention. The posted speed limit
in Motley Drive is 70 kmlh_ The recent traffic count conducted m this area
suggests that speeding is not a major issue with 85% of users travelling st the
posted speed or below.

Under the Town's Functional Road Hieramhy Plan Morley Drive is ¢lassifJed as
District Distributor "A" road. District Distributor "A" roads are designed to carry
volumes of up to 8,000 vehicles per day The current traffic volumes are well
within this tolerance.

MRWA Crash Statistics - MorleyhVicks

The latest MRWA Crash Statistics indicate there have only been two reported
accidents at the inteÿse0tion of Morley Drive and Wicks Street for the five year
period 2005 to 2009_ Furthermore, the latest reported accident at the
intersection was over three years ago in March 2007.

Both of the reported accidents were rear end oorÿisions. The first occorred in
Wicks Street with both vehicles waiting to turn right into MOrley Drive. The likely
cause of this accident is driver inattention with the geometry of the intersection
playing only a minor role.

The second of the accidents was also a rear end collision where a vehicle
travelling east on Modsy Driver collided with another vehicle waiting to turn right
into Wicks Street. Again, driver inattention was a likely cause in this accident
Since this accident a right turn slip lane has been constructed that will reduce
the opportunity for this type of accident in the future.

The crash statistics end crash patterns do not suppoÿ further modifications to
this intersection.

M RWA Comments - Morley/Wicks

In August 2009, MRWA was asked to comment on the works proposed by
Council In resolution OCMI - 15/8109. As the works contemned in Council's
latest resolution OCM1 - t6/6110 were included in the scope of works for the
August resolution, the Town ÿentaÿted MRWA to determine whether or not their
views had changed in this matter. In Juÿy 2010, MRWA confirmed their
comments of AugUst 2009 as follows;

"The benefit of e seagull Island for Right Turn Out movements is that they place
the vehicle fn a high angle position that affords the driver good sight distance
over their left shoulder, Thls will be severely jeopardised if the proposed works
were carded out.

The seagull island itself could be tdmmed to provide a bit morn $paÿe for
vehicles travelling west making a u-turn to travel eastbound. However, the size
of the island must not drop below that recommended in the Australian
Standards, and it must maintain the correct angle to ensure motorists maintatn
a high degree of vision".
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MRWA has conducted a site visit at this intersection since the civil works were
completed and following the significant cutting back of the vegetation, For that
reason alone, they were sat=stied that molodsts Gould safely execute a u-turn in
accordance with the requirements of the Road Traffic Code 2000,

Upgrade of Morley Drive Between Lord and Wicks Streets

Morley Dove provides a boundary between the Town of Bassendean and the
City of Swan. Local government control of the various intersections on Morley
Dove between Lord Street and Wicks Street are as follows:
a.    Northmoer Drive - Town of Bassendean;
b.    May Road - City of Swan;
.    fvanhoe Street - Town of Bassendean; and

d.    Gallagher Street (Korbosky Road) - City of Swan; and

Lord Street also comes under the control of the City of Swan,

Unlike our Boundary Roads Memorandum of Agreement with the City of
Bayswater, the Town has no similar agreement with the City of Swan.
Therefore, any cost sharing arrangements for civil works at these intersections
Would requiÿ'e negobatlon between the two autherittes.

In reviewln9 the crash statistics for the period 2005 to 200g, Officers are of the
opinion that "revised nib and turning pocket treatments" would have had little or
no impact an the types of accidents that have occurred at these intersections,
Most of the accidents appear to be the result or dfivem failing to give way at a
controlled intersection (Stop or Give Way control).

A copy of the MRWA Crash Statistics and diagrams showing the crash patterns
for these intersections are attached to the Agenda for the 13 July 2010 OCM.
Although crash stahstlcs Indicate that the intersechons of Morley Drive and
Northmoor Road, and Morley Drive and Ivanhoe Street are accident 8lack
Spots (meeting the MRWA criteria of five accidents in five years) they were not
listed in the MRWA list of qualifying projects foiÿ 2011/12 funding. The Town's
Engineering Officer has addressed this ÿinomaly with MRWA and will review the
crash statistics for these intersections forlowing the release of the next set of
Statistics for 2006 to 2010,

The City of Swan has advised that they have not submitted any Black Spot
Funding applications for the intersections of Morley Drive and
Korboski/Gallagher Streets, or Morley Drive and Lord Street. They have also
advised they has no immediate plans to upgrade or improve these intersections
irÿ the foreseeable future.

FINANCIAL CONSIDERATIONS
The fown's Engineet'ing Officer has prepared a preliminary cost estimate to
modify the intersection ef Morley Drive and Wicks Street in accordance with the
Council resolution (rounded nib, and right turn pocket). The folJowing is a
breakdown of those costs:
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It shoutd be noted that the cost estimate provided is indicative 0nly and does
not include costs associated with design work (in-house) or sendce re!ocatron (if
required)_

As stated eadier in this report, there have only been two recorded accidents at
this intersection in the five year period 2005 to 2009. On that basis this
interseÿion does not qualify as an accident 8lack Spot, and therefore, any civil
works carried out would not attract any external funding. Should Council decide
to proceed with these works it will need to fund the entire project.

It iS difficult for officers to justify the expense of these civil works when taking
into account the lack of accident Black Spot status associated with the
intersection It could also be argued that the allocatloÿ 0f funds to a project ÿat
is difficult to justify may set a precedent in the future thai may not be
sustainable.

Fuahermore, in 2009f't00fficeÿS assessed Iolanthe Street against the Town's
Traffic Management Policy and Guidelines and determined that, based on
speed and traffic volumes, some type of traffic calming was required in the
street to stow traffic and improve community safety. Due to conflicting priorities
Council was unable to fund this project in the 2010/11 cel3ital budget even
although the installation of traffic calmin9 wes justified,
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OFFICER RECOMMENDATION - JTEM 10.9
That Councit'
1.  Receives the information provided in relation to safe traffic movement at

the Morley OriveNVtcks Street intersection, and the proposed modification
to the intersection including a rounded nlb treatment and right turn pocket;
and

2.  Resolves to take no further action on the basis that:
a.  The intersection is no longer a recognised accident Black Spot,
b   Trefflÿ volumes and speeds are not considered a major issue at the

intersection; and
c_   MRWA has conducted a site visit to the intersection since its

upgrade in mid 2009. and sPnce a significant amount of vegetation
has been removed and they are satisfied that motorists could safely
execute a u-turn at the intersection in accordance with the
requirements of the Road TraffJa Code 2000

(5)  During the debate (herein, the debate) on item 10 9 at the July 2010 OCM,
when the meeting was open to members of the public, the following was
respectively said by the persons indicated below:

"[Mayor:] Crs against? Cr Yates.

[Cr Yates:] Thank you very much. It was raised by Cr Butler about previous
meehng about 2 years ago this intersection seemed quite hne. Then iL was
reengineered by the City of Bayswater in collaboration I guess with the Town of
Basaendean and Main Roads. making the nlb treatment for people heading
West in Morley Drive to do a U turn at this intersev---tign somewhat difflcuft The
reason for this particular motion was to address that issue so that the new
treatment was actually less rounded and I guess pad of that safety issue was to
include a slipway in as far as the toad treatment is concerned, I seriously
question some of the budget figures that are coming cut that are being put
before Council and I question. I mention for examp!e simple things tike that sign
there, We have signs put in our todets that cost the Town $50. You can buy that
stun from Office Works for $14.

[Mayor J Cr "rates, I'd like to if I could adhere to_ •,Cr Yates adhere to...

[Cr Yates:] It's pad of the issuing of the budget that has been hsted in this report
on pages and all the rest of It, [?] pages, arguing paints about for example
expenditure to spread sand, The sand could have been spread on the medium
strip adjoining. Talking about removing trees, 1 don't know If there actually is a
need to remove the trees. In other words it's a report at a pncPng to stop the
budget. Just a moment, tÿlease, Let me at least finish.

[CEO:] I only had my hand in the air Councillor.
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[Cr Yates.] Well what I am saying is, this road was re-engineered through the
City of Bayswater. It wasn't engineered for the convenience of the comm unity of
the Town of Bassendean and I guess really what I would like to foreshadow is a
motion that talks for the Council seeks a review of the engineering Irealment of
the U turn and slip read at the intersection of Morley Drive and Wicks Street ah,
and ah i guess it is for the community that rm ao'tualty asking that situebon
because so many items that are coming out now where the pncing that comes
before the Council to consider appears to be exaggerated, or we seem to be
going for  ....

[Cr Brinkwodh:] Point of Order,

]Mayor:] Cr Brinkwodh?

ICr Bdnkworth:] I'm just getting fed up with a Councillor saying that lhe staff are
just making up figures or putting??? And I just have a problem with that.

[Mayor:] Thank you Cr Brinkworth. Thank yeu Cr Yates, please consider your
tone carefully.

[Cr Yates:] Yeah, well I guess it's just a case in Point, for example,, of the
exercise, but it does demonstrate it. A toilet, Point Reserve, ???? costs
$30,000 ...

[cr Stubbs:] Point of Order.

Point of Order

[Mayor ] Sorry, Cr Yates, Cr Yates. Sorry.

[Cr Stubbs:] Relevance. I don't behave Mr Mayor that the toilets al Point
Reserve have anything to do with the Intersectien of" Wicks Street.

[Mayor:] Cr Yates, Cr Yates please remain focused on the item at hand,

[Cr Yates:] What we have here is s budget in the order of $50,000 to do this
padicular nib and slip road treatment. I guess really what rd like to see is
actually what a private contractor could actually de the nib and shp read
treatment for. For example there is a cost In there, I think it is for about $5,000,
for safety signege, road management related costs. Now these particular
people on contract earn typically about $100/hour. Whet you are suggesting
with a budget of something like $5,000 they're going to be there for a week, For
a week to put in a slip road and nib suggests that, again, ÿhal the cosling has
been exaggerated. So all I'm saying is.

]Mayor:] Cr "fates, you are on very tender Ice.,.

[Mgr Asset Services:] Excuse n'ÿe I am getting sick of this_

(Cr Brink'worth, interjecting } .. accused him of being dishonest.

[Mayor:] Cr Yetes: Please t have asked you to..
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[Cr Yates:] I'm just concerned.

[Mayor:] Please, in future, it is your belief.

ICr Yates:] My only concern is that we look for a review of this and it would be
interesting to get an estimate from contractors who actually put in slip roads and
nibs as to what they believe would be the cost to put in such a tÿeatment.
Thankyou .°

(8) Accordingly, Councilor Yate's speech durung the debaLe qs as set out In
paragraph 3(5) above (herein, Councirior ¥ate's speech), and during the debate
Councillor Yates orally made the statements (ÿ.e. the following representations
of tact or opinion) that either or both ef the complainants have complained about
and that are set out both or either in details (i) to (v) In alEegation (1) and/or in
data=Is (t) to (iii) Jn allegation [2) (herein, the statements complained about)

(7)  Members of Ihe publio were present during the debate.

(8) Council's reselution in relation to item 10.9 at the at the July 2010 OCM was to
adopt the Office[ Recommendation in the Officer Report on a 612 vote
(Councillors Gangel!, Pule, Bdnkwerth, Stubbs, Collins and 8enz voted in
favour of the motion, and Councillors Yatas and Lewis having voted against the
motion).

Panel's general views on regulation 10(3)

4. Regulations 10(3) and 10(4), and the Panel's general views on regulation 10(3)
are as set out in Attachment B.

Order of dealing with the subject allegations

5. The Panel deals with the subject allegations by first oensidering allegation (2) and
then allegatqon (1).

PANEL'S DEALING WITH ALLEGATION (2)

Elements era breach of regulation "f0(3)(b)

6, As mentioned in paragraph 2 of Attachment B, the elements 01 a breach of
regulation 10(3)(b) are that:
•  a person, in his or her oapacity as a council member, attended a council meeting,

committee meeting or other organised event
•  [and] in the presence of a memberor members of the publzo
•  either orally, in writing or by any other means
•  used an expression
•  the expression was an offensive or objectionable expression
•  the expression was an offensive or objectionable expression in reference to a

local government employee
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7. Allegation (2) Is as mentioneÿi in paragraph 2(2) above, It is the Panel's view in
relation to allegation (2) that:
(al  the deterrninÿtive Issue is whether or not any of the statements complained

about involves the use of an expression;
(b)  as mentioned in paragraph 12 of Attachment B, for the purposes of regulation

10(3){b), the term 'expression' means a particular word, phrase, or form of
words,

(c)  on the avai]able information, while allegation (1) relates to whether some or all
of the statements complained about were offensive or objectionable inferences
or acausations, it is more likely than not that none of the statements complained
about or their components constitute the use of an express/on for the purposes
of regulatpon 10(3)(b); and

(d)  therefore, for the purposes of regulation 10(3)(1:)), there is no need to consider
whether or not any of the statements complained about were offensive or
objegtionable.

Panel, finding on allsgatiDn (2)

8. In view of the contents of paraoraph 7 above the Panel finds that Councillor Yates
did not breach regulation 10(3)(b) when he made the statements complained about
dunng the debate.

PANEL'S DEALING WITH ALLEGATION (1)

Elements of a breach of regulatJon 10(3){al

9. As mentioned in paragraph 1 of Attachment C, In the light of regulalion 10(4) the
elements of a breach of regulation 10(3)(a) are that:

•  a council member attended a council meeting, COmmittee meeting or other
organJsed event ÿn his or her capacity as a council member

•  [and] in the presence of a member or members of the public
•  the council member either orally, in writing or by any other means
•  made astatement
=  viewed objeÿively, that statement (or the reference from the words used) was

that a Io0a[ government employee was incompetent or dishonest
•  the ruskin9 of that statement was not unlawful unde¢ section 345 of The

Cdminat Code Chapter XXXV.

Issues arising in dealing with allegation (17

10.  Allegation (1) is as mentioned in paragraph 2(1) above. On the available
Information and in light of the contents of paragraph 9 above, it Is the PaneL's vÿew
that the issues which arise in relation to allegation (1) are:
(a)  did Councillor Yates attend al the July 2010 OCM in his capacity as a Council

member?
(h)  if issue (a) is answered In the affirmative, did Councillor Yates orally make each

of the statements complained ÿ,bout?
(e)  if issue (b) is answered in the affirmative, in relation to each of the statements

complained about, is what was said by Councillor Yatas a 'statement' for the
purpose ef regulation 10(3)(a)?
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(d)  if issue (c) is answered in the affiÿmahve, in relation to each of the Statements
complained about, viewed objechvely, was the statement (or the inference from
the words used) that Mr McOowell was incompetent or dishonest?

(e)  ," issue (d) is answered in the affirmative, in relation to any of the statements
complained about that, viewed objectively, was the statement (or the inference
from the words used) that Mr McDewell was incompetent or dishonest, was the
making of the statement unlawful under section 345 of The Criminal Code.

Councillor Yates' response to allegation (1)

11, Councillor Yates' response to allegation (1), relevantly, consists of the first 7
pages of his 10-page document, dated 2 February 2011 [pp2-ÿDoc JJ, which can be
summarised as fol/ows:

(1)  He admits that he attended at the Town of Bassendean's Ordinary Council
MeetLng held on 13 July 2010 in his capacity as a Council member

(27  He admits he orally made each Of the s/elements compla]ned about

(3)  He does not dispute that members of the public were present when he orally
made each of the statements complained about.

(4) He denmes that any of the statements complained about are a 'statement' fat the
purpose of regulation 10(3)(a) on the basis that:
(a)  the Macquarie Dictionary defines: (i) 'statement' as communication or

declaration In speech or writing sethn9 forth facts, particulars e/c, and (it)
'observalion' as an utterance by way of remark or comment; and

(b)  each of the statements complained about was his observation of the
purpose of the information presented by Mr McDowelL

(5) He denies that any of the statements complained about, viewed objectively, was
a statement (or the inference from the words used) that Mr McDowell was
incompetent or dishonest or] the basis that
(a)  the Macquade Dictmonary defines: 'incompetent' as iacking qualifications.

lacking power to act with legal effectiveness; 'dishonest' as proceeding
from or exhibiting a lack of sincerity or frankness; 'exaggerated' as
abnormally increased or enlarged; and 'vindictive' as proceeding from or
showing a revengeful spirit; and

(b)  each of the statements complained about were his observations on a part
of the Officer Report that it was exaggerated.

C6) He denies that his making of any of the statements complained about was
unlawfu! under section 345 of The Criminal Code, and states: "The alleged
claims of Mr tan McOewel/ are further demonstrations of his exaggeration,
tending to being vindictive, as ÿlso shown in h/s treatment of the 2 relevant
/notions considered in August 2009 and Jÿne 2010 Council meetings of the
Town of Bassendean to address what was (and is still) percetved to be a safety
fssue at the intersection of Modey Drive and Wiÿks St."
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t 2. In relation to Councillor Yales' position mentioned in paragraPhs 11 (5) and 11(6)
above, in the 'firs| 7 pages of his iO-page document, dated 2 February 2011 {pp2-
8 oc J]:

(1)  He provides the following diagram and explanation of the subject intersection:

t,  The intersection in question • corner Morley Drive & Wicks St

Mor]eÿ                                   C

ToWII of Basseqdean
(on ths right) shares
Ihe inte)'.geotion of

"ÿo    Morley Drive and
Wicks Sf with the
City' of Bayswater

(2)  Immediately after that diagram, he states the following, relevantly:

"The resulting offending NJb (B) msttlcts U rums when heading west in Modey
Drive. The City of Bayswater Ntb (,4) doeÿ not have the same issues."

(3)  He reproduces parts of the Officer Report before he states:

"What WaS called for, to improve the safety and convenience of the intersection
for Town of Bassendean and other motorists heading west in Morley Qfive, was
e relatively small 'trimming' of the seagull island, at point B on the drawing
above.

After a delay of I1 months, ÿnd a second mohon to seek an officer report, the
'solution' as proposed by Mr tan MeDowell with an indicative cost of $5 !,909
was a reparÿ designed ÿ0 it would been seen as an excessive un-budgatad
cost, that should not be supported by Council.

The MRWA recommendation (Em red on drawing above) was not even offered
as an option_ Estimated cost around $I2,000.

2.   Consideration of the castings - pricing seemed exaggerated

The body of work suggested seemed excessive, but at the time of the
OCM, I did not have the time to seek out Information on what the order of
costs might be if supplied. However, t did pick one item out of the financial
considerations, namely the traffic control costS_ The number of days
required for such a relatively small amoun! of works WaS listed as 7 days,
and that seemed to bÿ an 'exaggerated' service and related cost for such
a small task.
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3.  Exaggeration tends to demonstrate vfndiotiveness

It is my contention that Mr Ion McOowelf was demonstrating, with such an
exaggerated "solution' to the 2 motions (in August 200e and June 2010),
his vindictiveness because he did not agree, or was instructed/guided by
othem not to agree, with the wishes of the Council, as determined by 2
motions on the same msue.

At no time did I suggest that Mr tan McDowell was incompetent and/or
dishonest and for Mr McDowelt to even allege this, he is again
demonstrating exaggeration to be possibly vindictive."

Is each of the statements complained about are a 'statement' for the purpose of
regulation 10{3)(a)?

13. The Panel does not share Councillor Yates' view mentioned in paragraph 11(4}
above. Rather, as mentioned in paragraph 6 of Attachment 8, it is the Panel's view
that for the purposes of regulation 10(3)(a)ÿ the term 'statement' refers to any
representation of fact or opinion. In the Panel's view, each of the statements in
Councillor Y'ates' speech and each of the statements complained about were his
representations of fact or opinion, and accordingly are a 'statement' for the purpose
of regulation 10(3)(a)

Is any of the statements complained about, viewed objectively, a statement (or
the inference from the words used) that Mr McDowell was incompetent or
dishonest?

14. It is the Panel's view that when Councillor Yates orally made the statements
complained about during the debate he published those statements to persons with
knowledge of other facts which would reasonably enable them to identÿ Mr
McDowell as the author of the Officers Roped and as the Town employee that he
was refemng to.

15. In relation to the statement in Councillor Yards' speech: "In oÿher words it's a
report at a pacing to stop the budget" (in this paragraph 15, the subject statement), It
Js the Panel's view that:

(1)  The Immediate context of Councillor Yates' speech in which the subject
statement was made was:

"[In the OffiOer Report, there is} arguing points about for example expenditure to
spread sand. The sand could have been spread on thÿ medium strip adjoining.
Talking about removing trees. I deny know if thane actually is a need to remove
the trees. In other words it's a report at a pricing to stop the budget"

(2) Viewed obMctively, in the context ef the Officers Report and Councillor Yates'
speech, the only reasonable inference from the subject statement that a
reasonable person would infer from it was that the author of the Officers Roped
had deliberately included unnecessary items of expenditure LO improperly inflate
the total budget for the project to such an extent that Council would not approve
the carrying out of the project.
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(3) The inference mentloned =n paragraph 15(2) above was disparaging and
defamatory of Mr McDewell as the author of the Offqcer Report as it had a
tendency to lower him in the estimation of his fellow persons by making them
think less of him.

16. In relation to the statement in Councillor Yates' speech: "... because so many
items that are coming out new where the pricing that comes before the Council to
consider appears to be exaggerated.." (,in this paragraph 16, the subject statement),
it is the Panel's view that'

(1)  The immediate context of Councdlor Yates' speech in which the subject
statement was made was:

"1 guess really what / would like to foreshadow is a motion that talks for the
Council seeks a review of the engineering treatment of the U turn and shp road
at the intersection of Morley Ddve and Wicks Street ah, and ah t guess it is for
the community that I'm actually asking that situation because so many items
that are coming out now where the pdcing that comes before the Councrt to
constrict appears to be exaggerated,"

(2) The Shorter Oxford English Dictionary (15th ed) defines the word 'exaggerate':
(a)  as a verb transitive and intransitive, as: "[Fÿ]epresent (e thing,) as greater

than it really is; overstate, indulge in overstatement"; and
(b)  as a verb transitive, as "[E]nlarge or alter beyond normal proportions;

make of abnormal size".

(3)  The Macquarie Dictiorlary (5ÿ ed) defines the adjective 'exaggerated' as =unduly
magnified..abnonna/ly increased or enlarged',

(4) Viewed objectively, in the context of the Officers Report and Councillor Yates'
speech, the only reasonable inference from the subject statement that a
reasonable person would infer from it was that the Officers Report, like ether
then recent officer reports to Council, included pdeings that werÿ debberately
unduly magnified or tmproperly enlarged beyond normal proportions.

(5) The inference mentioned in paragraph 16(4) above was disparaging and
defamatory of Mr McDowell as the author of the Officer Report as it had a
tendency to lower him ÿn the estimation of his fellow persons by making them
think less of him.

17, In relation to the statement in Councillor Yates' speech: "Fore week to put in a
slip road and mb suggests that, agarn, that the costing has been exeggarsted." (in
this paraoraph 17, the subject statement), it m the Panel's view that:

(1)  The immediate context of Councillor Yates' speech in which the eabjeÿ
statement was made was:

"What we have here is a budget in the order of $50,O00 to do this parfioular nib
end slip road treatment, f guess really what !'d like ÿo see is actually what a
private contractor could actually do the nab end slip road treatment for For
example there is a cost in there, / think it is for about $5,000, for safety signage,
reÿd management related costs, Now these particular people on contract earn
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typically about $100/hour. What you are suggesbng wJth a budget of something
like $5,000 they're going to be there for ÿ week. For e week ÿo put tn a slip mad
and niL> suggestÿ that, again, that the costing has been exaggerated."

(2)  The definitions mentioned in paragraphs 16(2) end 1613) above are relevant,

(3) Viewed objectively, in the context of the Officers Report and Councillor Yafes'
speech, the only reasonable inference from the subject statement that a
reasonable person wouÿd {nÿer from it was that the Officers Report contained
pr[cings that were deliberately unduly magnified or improperly enla(ged beyond
normal proportions

(4) The inference mentioned in paragraph 17(3) above was disparaging and
defamatory of Mr MclDowall as the author of the Officer Report as it had a
tendency to lower him in the estimation of his fellow persons by making them
think less of him.

I B. In relation to Councillor Yates' speech, Itself, it is the Panel's view that:

(f) Councillor Yates' view, that the statements complained about were made by
him as his observations of the purpose of the information presented by Mr
McOowell, omits and does not take into account the issue of what a reasonable
person who was present at the July 2010 OCM would infer from COuncillor
Yatas implications in making those 'observations' (which were 'statements' for
the purposes of regulation 10(3)(a)).

(2) The on;y reasonable inferences that a reasonable person who was present at
the July 2010 OCM would Infer from Councillor Yates' speech and his
implications In it were that:
(a)  Councillor Yates was odlicising Mt McOowell for what Councillor Yates

perceived to be Mr MoDowell's lack of honesty and integrity in his
preparation orthe Officer Report; and

(b)  Councillor Yates speech contained criticisms m reference to, and
refteciions on, Mr McDowell's ability as a Town employee to present an
accurate and unbiased report for Council's consideration

Was Councillor Yate's conduct unlawful under The Criminal Code Chapter
XXXV?

19. On the available information it is the Panel's view that',
Ca)  Viewed objectively, when Councillor Yates' speech was delivered his specific

Intent (motive or purpose) in making it was not to cause:
(i)  significant financial injury or harm to Mr McDowell; or
(il)  significant mental or psychological injury or harm to Mr McDowell that was,

or was likely to be, significant and longstanding; and
(b)  in light of the contents ef paragraph tg(a) above, Councillor Yates' speech was

not conduct that is unlawful under The Orimina/Cede Chapter X.XÿV.
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Panel finding on allegation (1)

20. In view of the contents of paragraphs 3 and 4 and 9 to 19 above, the Panel finds
thai on t3 July 2010 DonaM Yates, a member of the Council of the Town of
Bassendean, committed a breach of regulation 10(3)(a) of the Local Government
(Rules of Conduct) Regulations 2007 during the debate On item 10.9 at the Town's
Ordinary Council Meehng when members of the public were present, in that he orally
made statements implying that Mr lan Craig McD0well (a Town employee at that date
and the author of the officer report that Was before Counÿ:il on such Item) was
dishonest by deliberately including in thai roped: (a) unnecessary ÿtems of
expenditure to improperly ÿnflate the total budget for the project cormamed to such an
extant that Council would not approve the carrying out of the prelect; and (b) pricings
that were dishonest in that they were deliberately 'exaggerated'.

Concluding observation

21, The Panel concludes these ReasQns by making the observahon that a Council
member may queshon the accuracy of the contents of an ofÿeÿ report, but =n doing
sohelshe needs to adhere to and observe the expected and required standards of
conduct of a Council member.
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Attach ment A

PRELIMINARY AND PROCEDURAL MATTERS

References and definitions

1,  In these Reasons (which include each of the Attachments to them), unless
otherwise indicated:
(a)  a reference to a regulation is a reference.to the corresponding regulation of the

Local Government (Rules of Conduct) Regulatfons 2007 (the Regulations). and
a reference to a section is a reference to the corresponding section of the Loÿtl
Government Act 1995 (the Act):

{b)  the term 'Briginshaw principles' refers to the Considerations which must affect
the answer to the question whether the issue has been proved to the Paners
reasonable satl'sfactien - namely, the seriousness of the allegation made, the
inherent unlikelihood of an occurrence of a given description, and the gravity or
the consequences flowing from a padi¢ular finding2;

(c)  |he term 'reasonable person' refers to a hypothetical natural person with an
Ordinary degree of reason, prudence, care, serf-control, foresight and
inte)ligence, who knows the relevant facts;

(d)  the term 'reasonably satisfied' means satisfied to the degree required by the
Bnginshaw principles:

(e)  the word 'statement' means a representation of fact or opinion', and
(f)  the term "viewed objectively' means as viewed by a reasonable person.

Details of the complaints

2. Mr Bob Jarvis (herein, the Town's CEO), the Chief Executive Officer of the Town
of Bassendean (herein, the Town), in his capacity as the Town's Complaints Officer
(herein, the Complaints Officer), has sent to the Panel two formal complaints (herein,
the complaints) made respectively by Mr lan Craig McDowell (herein, Mr MoDowelI)
and Ms Michelle Stubbs when she was a Council member (herein, Me Stubbs) abouL
alleged conduct of Councillor Donald Yates (herein, Councillor Yates), a current
member of the Tÿwn's Council (herein, the Council).

3. The complaints are
(a)  Mr McDowell'S Complaint No. SP 31 of 2010 (here!n, Complaint SP31120!0)

which consists of a 2-page Complaint of Minor Breech dated 21 JtJly 2010 [Doc
8t] aed its attaÿ.hments [Doo B2] and [Doc B3]; and

(b)  Ms Stubbs' Complaint No, SP 40 of 2010 (herein, Complaint SP4012010) which
consists of a 2=page Complaint of MmorBmech dated 30 July 2010 [Don F]

Panel to afford procedural fairness to the council member complained about

4. The Panel is requ(ted by the common law to afford procedural fairness (or, natural
justice) to the council member complained about In a complaint before it, according
to the circumstances of the matter_ The impodance of procedural fairness has been
explained as follows:

z Srigÿnshaw v Brlginshaw (1938) 60 CLR 336 per Dixon J ÿn at 362
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"it may be that there are some Who would decry rife importance which the courts
attach to the observance of the rules of natural justice. 'When something ts obvious',
they may say, 'why force everybody to go through the llmsome waste of time
involved in framing charges and giving an opportunity to be heard? The result is
obvious from the staff.' Those who take this view do not, I think, do themselves
justice. As even/body who has anything to do with the taw wallknows, the path of tbe
law is strewn with exampleÿ of open and shut oases which, somehow, were not," of
unanswerable charges which, in the event,  were completely answered; of
inexplicable  conduct whiQh  was  fully  explained,"  of fixed and unalterable
determinations that, by discussion, suffered a change."ÿ

Procedural fairness and respect for parties to complaints

5. The Panel aims to make acourate findings and decisions in its dealing with the
complaints that come before it, on the basis that:
(a)  treating a person in accordance with legal standards is itself an important

aspect of according respect for the person; and
(b)  accurate decisions are not merely a step towards respect for persons' 'evcurate

declsions themselves constitute an important element of fair treatment, which in
turn constitules an important element of respect for persons' 4

Identifying /clarifying allegations of minor breach

Mr McDowell's allegations on the face of Complaint SP31/2010

6. The Panel notes that:

(1) On the face of Complaint SP3112010, Mÿ McDowell's two allegations of minor
breach are:
(a)  that by committing the alleged conduct, Councillor Yates committed a

breach of the Town Of Bassendean Standing OKleps Local Law 2006 (the
Town's standing orders} in that he created an adverse reflection oh Mr
McDowelI aS e Town employee by suggesting that costs provided by
officerS were "exaggerated" and submitted so asto "stop the budget"; aod

(b} theÿ by committing the alleged conduct, Councillor Yates committed a
breach of regulation 10(3) of the Regulations in that he made the
comments in the public arena with regards [to] estimates provided by Mr
McDowel[, and that he was casting aspersions on Mr McDowelrs
professional competence and credibility.

(2) In regard to the allegations menlloned in paragraph 6(t) above:
(a)  in Complaint SP31/20!0 Mr McDowell does not specify the actual clause

or standing order of the Town's standing orders thai he alleges Councillor
Yates breached;

(b)  while standing order 38 of the publicly available Town's standing eÿders ÿs
headed "No adverse reflection", it is standing order 319(2) that is breached
it a Council member uses an objectionable expression in reference to any
employee of the Council;

John v Ree$ [1970] Oh 345 per Megerry J at 402
= D J, Gailigan, Due Process aÿd Fair Procedures: A Study of Administrative PKJÿ,duteÿ {Oxford
Clarendon Press, 1996) at 78
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(o)  by virtue of the fact of section 3.7 of the Act and the definitions in section 5
of the Interpretation Act 1984, the Town's standing orders, being a local
law made under the ACt, are inoperative to the extent that they are
inconsistent with the Act or the Regulations (being other written law);

(d)  Standing order 38(2) is inconsistent with regulation 10(3)(b), and Js thus
)noperaLive, where a council member is attending a council meeting and,
when members of the public are present, orally, in writing or by any other
moans uses offensive or objectionable expressions in reference to a local
government employee

(3) )n the circumstances mentioned in paragraphs 6(t) and 8(2) above, Mr
McOowell's allegations of minor breach in this matter appeared to be such that
they could be expressed in a reasonably concise form (without particulars of the
alleged statementls or expressions) as follows:
(a)  he alleges that dunng the debate on item 10 9 at the Town's Ordinaÿ

Council Meeting held on 13 July 20!0, when the meeting was open to
members of the pu blue, Councillor Yates contravened regulation 10(3)(a) in
that he eraily made statements implying that a local government employee
- namely, Mr McDoWell- is incompetent or dishonest, and

(b)  he alleges that during the debate on Item 10_9 at the Town's Ordinary
Council Meeting held on 13 July 20t0, when the meeting was open to
members of the public, Councillor "fates contravened regulation 10{3)(b)
of the Regulations: in that he used offensive or objectionable expressions
in reference to a local government employee - namely, Mr McDowell.

(4) 8y a letter dated 29 September 2010 [Dec C] to Mr McDowell the substance of
the real'tars mentioned in paragraphs 6(1), 812) and 6(3) above were advised to
him and he was requested, among other things, to clarify his respective
allegations in Complaint SP31/2010. Mr McDowell responded with his letter of 5
October 2010 [Dee D1] and its attachments [Ooc D2] and [Dec. D3].

7. The Panel also notes that:

(1) On the face of Complaint SP4012010, Ms Stubbs' two allegations of minor
breach are:
In)  that by committing the alleged conduct, Councillor Yates committed a

breach of standing order 38(2) of the Town's standing orders in that he
created an adverse reflection on Mr McDowell as a Town employee by
suggesting that costs provided by officers were "exaggerated" and
submitted so as to "stop the budget"; and

(b)  that by committing the alleged conduct, Councillor Yates committed a
breach of regulation 10(3) of the Regulations in that he made the
comments in the public arena with regards [to] estimates provided by Mr
McOowell, and that he was casting aspersions on Mr McDowell's
professional competence and credibility.

(2)  The commenls made in paragraphs 6(2)(b), (c) and (d) and 6(3) above, with the
necessary changes, apply in regard to the allegations mentioned in paragraph
7(1) above
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(3) By a letter dated 50ÿtober 2010 [Doe G] to MS Stubbs the substance of the
matters mentioned m paragraphs 6(1), 6(2) and 6(3) above were advised to her
and she was requested, among other things, to clarify her respective a(legatiens
In Complairlt SP40/2010. Ms Stubbs responded with her letter of "16 November
2010 [Dec H1] and its attachment [Dec H2].

Councillor Yatssj formal response to allegations sought

8,  On or about 20 December 2010 the Presiding Member sent a Notice of
Complaints to Councillor Yates: advising him, among other things, of the allegations
of minor breach that the Panel will consider in relation to Complaint SP31t2010 and
Complaint SP40f2010 respectively; and invit,ng him to respond to such allegations.
[Doc/!] and [Dec/2] are copies of the Presiding Member's letter and the first 11
peges of bundle # 07 Sent with il

Councillor "fates' formal response to allegations received

9. Councillor Yates' has responded to the subJeÿ allegations of minor breach. His
response consists of: his small of 3 February 2011 and its attachment being a (10-
page) document, dated 2 February 2011 [Dec J], and h=s small of 4 February 201 t
[Dec K]

Available informer on

10. The information before =Lhe Panel Io relation to this matter (the available
information) is described in the following table:

UOG %-ÿ

A1

A2

A3

B!

B2
C

DI

D2

.ÿ'                    Description

[Documents re Complaint 31f2010;]
Copy of a (1 ÿpage) letter from Mr Bob Jan/is, the Complaints Officer (the
Complmnts Officer) and Chief Executive Officer (the CEO) of the Town of
Bassendean (the Town), dated 2"7 July 2010 - its relevant attachments
being [Dec A2], [Doe A3] and [Dec B1] and its attachments
Copy of a CD recordincj of events, including the relevant events duri-nÿ
the debate on item 10.9 (from 36'06" to 5ÿ' 47ÿ), at the Town of
Bassendean's Ordinary Council Mebting held Orÿ t3 July 2010
Copy of a (9-page) transcript of a porhon of [Doc A2], the first 6 pages
being a transcript oi* the relevant events during the debate on item 10.9
(from 36'06" to 51" 47"), at the Town of 8assendean'e Ordinal/Council
Meeting held on 13 July 2010 (the Transcript)
Copy ef (2-page) Comptatnt of Minor Breach No. SP 3t of 2010, dated
2"ÿ July 2010 made by Mr lan Craig McDoWell (Mr MoDowell) - Its
ttachments being [Dec B2] and [Doe B3]

Copy of a_ (13-page) printout or collation of smalls.
Copy ef (5-page) letter and attachment f('om the Presiding Member to Mr
McDewell, dated 29 September 2010,
Copy of (l-page) letter from Mr MoDowell, dated 5 October 2010 - its
attachments being [Dec D2] and [Dec D3].
Copy of (6-page) pages 1 to 6 of the Transcript, under the headihg
"Alleged Statements Implying that lan Craig McDowell is incompetent or
dishonest", w=th the underlining therein made by Mr McDowell.
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D3

E

P

G

H!

H2

I1

12

J

K

LI

L2

Copy of (6-page) pages 1 to 6 of the Transcript, under the heading
"Alleged Offensive erObjectionable Expressions Used in Reference to lan
CraLq" McDowell", with the underlining therein made by Mr McDowe!l.  ,
[Documents re Complaint 40/2010:]
Copy of a (1-page) letler from the Complaint, s-Officer, dated 4 August
2010 - ts re evant attachments being a further copy of/Doc A2], and [Doc
F].
Copy of (2-page) Complaint of Minor Breach No. SP 4.0 of 2010, dated
30 July 2010 made by Councillor Michelle Stubbs, aS she then was (Cr
$tubbs).
Copy of (10-pages) 2.paged letter, and its Attachments A, B and l, from
the Presiding Member to Cr Stubbs, dated 5 October 2010 - such
Attachment J being the particular relevant Attachment to this letter in
relation to Complaint SP 40t2010,
Copy of (3-pages) pages 1 and 9-10 of an 11-page letter from Cr ,.ÿtubbs,
dated 1B November 20t0 - such pages being the particular relevant parts
of this letter in relation to Complaint SP 40/2010.
Copy of (3-page) pages I to 3 of the Transcript, under the heading
"Alleged Offensive or Objectionable Expressions Used in Reference to Ion'
Craig. McOowell", _with_ the underlining therein made by Cr Stubbs,
Documents re Com plaint 31/2010 8, Corn plaint 40/2010',_]_.

Copy of (4-page) Presiding Member's Notice of Complaints to Cr Yates,
dated 20 December 2010 [N.B The bundle of documents numbered 07
attached to this Notice is the bundle relevant to Complaint 31/20'f0 &
Complaint 4012010,]
Copy of { I 0-page) cover page, and pages 1 to 9 (both inclusive) of the
bundle of documents numbered 07 altached to/Doc/t]. The remainder of
the documents that are pad of this bundle are copies of !Doe A 1] to/Doe
H2]
COpy of ('1 f-page) response of 3 February 2011 from C¢ Yates - being
copies of: a (1-page) printout of his email of lhat date; and a (lO-page)
document signed by Cr Yates, dated 2 February 2011.
Copy of (3-page) printout of an email of 4 February 2011 from Cr Yates
[Publicly available information obtained via accessing the Town's
wsbsite at http://www,bassendean.Wa.Aovÿau :]
Copy of (7-page) printout of page 1 and pages 20-25 of the agenda for the
Town of 8assendean's Ordinary Council Meeling held on 13 July 2010, as
accessed on 6 May 201t,
Copy of (3,page) printout of pages !-3 of the confirmed minutes of the
Town ef Bassendean's Ordinary Coundl Meeting hÿld on !3 July 20t0, as
accessed on 6 May 2011,

Standing of the subject allegations

11, The Panel notes that:

(1)  Each of the complaints is in the form approved by the Min=ster for Locaÿ
Government and was made within time.

(2)  There is ÿn allegation made in each of the complaints that Councillor Yates. a
member of the Council at the hme of the respective alleged ÿhcidents0 has
committed a minor breach as defined under section 5.105(1)(a),
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(3) Each of the two subject allegations is that a breach of regulahon 10(,?,) has
occurred. Regulation 10 is a rule of conduct under section 5.104(1) and, in
accordance with section 5.105(1)(a), a contravention of regulation 10(3) is a
minor bf'eaeh. Regulation 10(3) is contravened by a broach of either of
regulation 10(3)(a) or 10(3)(b).

Panel's role, duty to make finding - ÿaquited standard of proof

12. The Panel notes that:

(1)  Broadly, the Panel Is a statutory decision-maker thai Is required to adjudicate on
complaints made in writing, ÿn a form approved by the Minmster, that give certain
details nc ud ng the details of the contravenlion that is alleged to have resulted
in the breach.

(2)  Under the Act and the common law the Panel: has no power or duty to aarÿ out
any investigation in relation to any complaint before it; and has no power to
compel any informahon to be provided to it,

(3)  Clause 8 of Schedule 5.1 of the Act requires the Panel's t'nembecs to have
regard to the general interests of lecal government in Western Australia.

The Panel is required to make a finding as to whether the breach alleged in the
complaint occurred [section 5.110(2)]. In order for the Panel to make any finding
that any minor breach has been committed by a council member, the finding is
te be based on evidence from which it may be concluded that It is mote likely
that the brearÿh occurred than ÿat it did net occur [section 5_ 106J.

This bevel or standard of proof is the same as in ordinary civil legal proceedings
where it is referred to as being a preponderance of probabilities (or, the balance
ef probabilities).

(5)  The Panel is aware that when it makes a finding of a minor breach, the finding
is a serious matter as it may affect individuals personally and professionally,

Ao0ordlngly, in determining whether on the evidence the standard of proof- on
the balance of probabilities = has been satisfied, the Panel recegnises that each
of the Briginshaw principles applies in camplaint proceedings against a council
member.

As the High COUrt of Aus!ralJa has expressed the position, the significance of
BriginshaW5 is that the senousness of the matter and of Its consequences does
not affect the standard of proof but goes to the strength of the evidence
necessary to establish e fact required to meet that Standard. So much reflects a
conventional perception that (relevantty) local government council members do
not ordinarily engage in improper conduct generally end in circumstances where
to do so is likely to render them liable to a punitive sanction.ÿ

bid
Nest Holdings Pry Ltd v KaraJen Holdings Fly Ltd (1992) 67 ALJR 170_
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(7)  The following passage (without the authorities) from the HlghCoÿrt's decision Jn
Bradshaw v McEwens Ply Lid7 is also relevant In complaint proceedings against
a council member'.

"The difference between the criminal standard of proof in its application to
circumstantial evidence end the civil is that in the former the facts must be such
as to exclude reasonable hypotheses consistent with innocence, ,//hi/e in the
latter you need only circumstances reisieq a more probable ÿnference in favour
of whet is a!leoed. In auestions of this soft, where direct ÿmof is not available, it
is enough if the circumstances al)peartng in evidence qive dee to e reasonable
and definite inference: they must do more than Clive dee to conflicting inferences
of equal degrees of pmbabifity so that the choice between them is mere matter
of conjecture But ff citÿumstances a!p proved in which It is reasonable to find e
balance of probabilities in favour of the conclusion souqht than. thou,qh the
conclusion may fall short of eeftakdy, tt is not to be reqarded aS a mere
conjecture or surmise." [Underlining added]

Consolidation of complaints

13, Due to the common nature of the complaints, It is convenient that they be dealt
with together so that the relevant, msues can be examined and determined and for
that reason the Panel decided that a consolidation, or a Joint examination, of the
complaints is appropriate,

7 (195!) 217 ALR ! at 5
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Attachment B

PANEL'S GENERAL VIEWS ON REGULATION 10(3)

Regulation 10(3) and '10(4)

Regulation 10(3)and 10(4)read"

"(3) ff a person, in his or her capacity as e council member, is etLending a council
meeting, cemmtffee meeting or ether orgamsed event and members of the
public are present, the person must not, either orally, in writing or by any other
means --
(a)  make a statement that a local goverement employee is incompetent or

dishonest; or
(b)  use offensive or objectionable expressions in reference to a local

government employee.
(4)  3ubregulation (3)(a) does not apply to conduct that is unlawful under The

Criminal Code Chapter XXXV. "

Elements

Regulation 10(3)(a)

1. In the light of regulation I0(4) the elements of a breach of regulation t0(3)(a) are
that

•  a council member attended a council meeting, commiitee meeting ¢Jr other
organised event in his or her capacity as a council member

•  [and] in the presence of a member or members of the public
• the council member elthe¢ orally, in writing or by any other means
•  made a statement
•  viewed objectively, that statement (or the inference from the words used) was

that a Io0al government employee was Incompetent or dishonest
, the making of that sÿtement was not unlawful under section 345 of The

Criminal Code Chapter XXXV

Regulation 10(3)(b)

2. The elements of a breach of ÿeguratlon 10(3)(b) are that:
•  a person, in hIs or her capacity as a council member, attended a oouncil

meeting, committee meeting or other organised event
•  [andJ in the presence o? a member or members of the public
•  eithe[r orally, in writing or by any other means

used an expression
•  the expression was an offensive or objectionable expression
,  the expression was an offensive or objectionable expression Jn reference to a

1oral government employee
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What is an "organised event"?

3. in regulation 10(3) the term 'organised event' includes:
(a)  any coordinated or planned happening by the local government, other than a

council meeting or a committee meeting, in order for the local government to
comply with any of its responsibilities under the Act or to carry oul or peÿorm
any of its functions urÿder the Act or otherwise for any lawful purpose of the local
government, and

(b)  any coordinated or planned happening that is held out or represented by the
person/s otganising it as offering or presenting favourable conditions or
opportunities, to attract spectators or participants or provide entertainment.

4. This inclusive meaning of the term 'organised event' appeam consistent with:
(a)  each council meeting and council meeting that is open to members of the public

being an 'erganised event' in that each of the meetings ÿs a coordmnated or
planned occas]on:

(b)  the cootext in ÿegulation 10(3) cf a council member "attending a counci/
meeting, committee meeting er other organlsed event"; and

(c)  the popular usage and understanding, and the dictionary meaning, of the
phrase "attending an orgenised event"

5. A coud hearing is held fOr the purposes of the administration of Justice. Although
public notice of the date, place and time of a court hearing is usually given, and
although a court hearing is usually open to members of the public, the hearing is not
an occasion and ts not hem out or represented as offenng any thing or feature as an
'attraction' to the public_ Accordingly, a court hearing is not an 'organised event' for
the purposes of regulation 10(3).

Reaulation 10(3)ÿa)

What is a 'stÿtementP?

6.  For the purposes Of regulation 10(3)(e), the term 'statement' refers to any
representation of fact or opinion.

What conduct is unlawful under The Crimtnal Code Chapler XXXV?

7. By virtue of regulation 10(4), if a council member attended a counciÿ meeting and -
when members of the public were present - orally, in writing or by any other means
made a representation Of fact or opinion that a !coal government employee was
incompetent or dishonest,  the council member's  conduct of making the
representation of fact or opinion will be unlawful under section 345 of The Criminal
Code (i.e. The Criminal Code Chapter XXXV) where, in a prosecution under that
section:
(a)  there is sufl=clent evndence for the prosecution to prove beyond a reasonable

doubt that the councd member published matter defamatory of the employee,
and that, at the time of such pubhcation, the council member did so knowing the
matter 1o be false or wEthout having regard to whether the matter Is true or false
(l.e, the councd member did so With 'mahce', in the defamation sense) and With
his or her intention being to cause serious harm to the employee or the local
government concerned or any other person or without having regard to whether
such harm is caused; and
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(b) the council member then fails to prove on the balance of probabilities that,
having regard only to the circumstances happening before or at the time of the
publication, he or she would have had a defence - whrch malice does not defeat

for the publication if the employee had brought civil proceedings for
defamation against the council member.

What does the term 'serious harm' mean?"

8, In the iightef regulations 10(3)(a) and 10(4) and the context and purposes of"
section 345 of The Criminal Code, when considering the intent of a council member,
the term'serious harm' in Section 345 is a referenÿ'e to:
(a)  significantflnancial injury or harm; or
(b)  significant mental or psychological injury or harm that is, or is likely to be,

significant and longstanding, but does not include mere ordinary emotional
reactions such as those of only distress, grief, fear or anger,

What representations of fact or opinion will be a breach of regulation 10(3)(a)?

9, The types of representations of fact or opinion that will be a breach of regulation
10(3)(a) are:
(a). an express statement that a local government employee is "incompetent" or

"dishonest"- e,g "The CEO is incompetent" or "The Manager, Compliance is
dishonest"; or

(b)  a statement implying that a local government employee is ÿncompetant - i.e,
Implying that the employee is of inadequate ability or fitness, or Is lacking the
requisite capacity or qualifJcationÿ oÿ" is incapableÿ or

(c)  a statement implying that a local government amp]eyes is dishonest - i.e,
Implying that the employee is lacking in probity ot integrity, is untrustworthy, or
has s tendency to steal, cheat, tie or aS fraudulently.

What is malice (in the sense that the term is used in the law of defamation)?

10. At common Jaw a defamatory statement is published with malice (Le. in the
sense that the term is used in the law of" defamation) if the person making it: knew at
the time of publication that the representation was false; or made the representation
recklessly indifferent to whether it was true or false. At ÿommon law, mahce includes
ill will, spite and improper motive e

Reflulation 10t3)tb)

"11. Regulation 10(3)(b) is an example ors strict liability provision. This means that a
council member who breaches regulahon 10(3)(b) will have committed a mÿnor
breach, simply by virtue of the proof of the fact of the breach (as the intent or purpose
of the disclosure is irrelevant). No proof of intent=on, knowledge, recklessness or
negligence is required. There are no fault elements for any of the physical elements
of the breach,

e Horrocÿs v Lows [1975] AC 135 at 149-151,
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What is an "expression"?

12. Among the meanings of the word "expression" in the Macquade Dictionary is "a
partk;ulÿr word, phrase, or form of words". For the purposes of reguPatfon
10(3)(b), the term 'expression' means a particular word, phrase, or term of
words,

"t3. In the term 'offensive or objectionable expression' In regulation 10(3)(b), the
word 'of is properly construed to be used in the disjunctive so that separate
meanings may be determined for each of the terms 'offensive expression' and
'objectionable expression'_

What is an "offensive expression"?

14.  FOr the purposes of regulation 10(3)ÿ'b) thÿ term 'offensive express]on' means 'a
particular word, phrase, or form of words that is likely to ÿeuse offence or
displeasure and is insulting" a

What is an "objectionable expression"?

16. The term 'objectionable' has nÿ fixed mÿaning, but rather takes its "ooleur" from
the context in which it is to be found. It is neither a technical term, nor a term of
art. That is not to say thatthe term "objectionable' lacks a centraÿ core of settled
or accepted ,meaning, or an "essential CharaQter". Dicttonary meanings may
provide assistance in deserlbin9, if net defin]ng, the primary characteristics of
'objectionable',

f6. It was accepted by Chancy J in Hargreaves that,

"..,rag fO(3) is designed to ensure that councillors do not ÿme their position to
publicly crittcise employees within their local government./t is predicated on the
preposÿtion that concerns abouf the performance of employees should be dealt
w/th within the local government organisation and through pmper channels,
rather than aired publicly. "ÿ o

17.  The public criticism referred to by Chaney J in the passage quoted in paragraph
16 above includes the use of an expression to make an adverse reflection on
the character or actions era local government emp[oyeeÿ

"iS. To an ordinary person,  arÿ 'offensive expression' wi{I always be an
'objectionable expression - however, an expression may be an 'objectionable
expression' and not also an 'offensive expressÿon' if, viewed objectively, the

xpression ,is a particular word, phrase, or form of words that Is distasteful or
unacceptable,

19.  For the purposes of regulation 10(3)(b) the term 'objectionable expression'
means 'a particular word, phrase, or form of words that viewed objectively is
distastefu! or unacceptable'.

g Hargrsaveÿ and Local Government S{endard.ÿ Pan el [2008] WASAT 300, per Judge J Cfianey (as he
then wes.ÿ e{ [201
o Hergzeavee and L

he then Was) at [17]
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Decision-maker's Title : LOCAL GOVERNMENT STANDARDS PANEL 
Jurisdiction: Complaints of minor breach by local government council 

members 
Act: Local Government Act 1995 
File No/s: SP 31 & 40 of 2010 (DLG 20100195/20100211) 

Heard: Determined on the documents 
Considered: 11 May 2011 & 29 June 2011 
Coram: Mr B. Jolly (PreSiding Member) 

Councillor C. Adams (Member) 
Mr J. Lyon (Member) 

Complaint No. SP 31 of 2010 
Complainant: (Mr) Ian Craig McDOWELL 
Council member complained about: Councillor Donald YATES 
And 
Complaint No. SP 40 of 2010 
Complainant: (Ms) Michelle STUBBS 
Council member complained about: Councillor Donald YATES 

local Government: Town of Bassendean 
Regulation found breached: Regulation 10(3)(a) of the Local Government (Rules 

of Conduct) Regulations 2007 

DECISION AND REASONS FOR DECISION 


DEFAMATION CAUTION 

The general law of defamation, as modified by the Defamation Act 2005, applies to the further 
release or publication of all or part of this document or Its contents . Accordingly, appropriate 
caution should be exercised when considering the further dissemination and the method of 
retention of this document and Its contents. 

FINDING OF MINOR BREACH 

In dealing with the subject complaints the Panel has made a finding of minor breach 
(herein, the Finding) - namely, that on 13 July 2010 Donald Yates, a member of the 
Council of the Town of Bassendean, committed a breach of regulation 10(3)(a) of the 
Local Government (Rules of Conduct) Regulations 2007 during the debate on item 10.9 
at the Town's Ordinary Council Meeting when members of the public were present, in 
that he orally made statements implying that Mr Ian Craig McDowell (a Town employee 
at that date and the author of the officer report that was before Councit on such item) 
was dishonest by deliberately including in that report : (a) unnecessary items of 
expenditure to improperly inflate the total budget for the project concerned to such an 
extent that Council would not approve the carrying out of the project; and (b) pricings 
that were dishonest in that they were deliberate ly 'exaggerated'. 

Page 1 019 
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SUMMARY OF DECISION 

The Panel's decision was to deal with the said minor breach (herein, the subject Minor 
Breach) pursuant to section 5.11 0(6)(b)(ii), by ordering that Councillor Yates apologise 
publicly to Mr McDowell as specified in the a"ached Minute of Order. 

DECISION & REASONS FOR DECISION 

References to sections and regulations 

1. In these Reasons, unless otherwise indicated a reference to a section is a reference 
to the corresponding section in the Act, and a reference to a regulation is a reference to 
the corresponding regulation in the Regulations. 

Procedural fairness matters 

2. The Panel notes that through its Presiding Member it has given to Councillor Yates: 
notice of the Finding (herein, the notice of finding) ; a copy of the Panel's Findings and 
Reasons for Findings in this matter (herein, the Reasons for Findings): and a 
reasonable opportunity for Councillor Yates to make submissions about how the subject 
Minor Breach should be dealt with under section 5.110(6)'. 

Councillor Yates' response· no relevant submission 

3. The Panel notes that: 
(a) 	 Councillor Yates did not respond to the notice of finding within the 21-day 

submissions period given to him; 
(b) 	 after that period, a course of email correspondence occurred with him - such 

course consisting of: an email of 23 June 2011 from him; preceded by an email of 
17 June 2011 to him; preceded by an email of 16 June 2011 from him; preceded 
by an earlier email of 16 June 2011 to him; and 

(c) 	 in Councillor Yates' most recent email (i.e. his email of 23 June 2011 ): 
(i) 	 although he requests in effect a deferment of the Panel's decision in this 

matter fo r an unspecified period , he does not in the Panel's view provide any 
sufficient reason or ground for any deferment; and 

(ii) 	 he sets out a considerable amount of material that in the Panel 's view is not 
relevant to the Finding or to the issue of how the subject Minor Breach 
should be dealt with by the Panel under section 5.110(6); and 

(iii) 	 he makes no submission on that issue. 

I Section 5.110(6) reads: 
'" The breach is to be dealt with by 
(a) dismissing the complaint; 
(b) ordering that

(i) the person against whom the complaint was made be publicly censured as specified in the order; 
(ii) Ihe person against whom the complain I Vias made apOlogise publicly as specified in the order; or 
(iii) the person against whom Iha complaint was made undertake train ing as speeifi9d in the order; or 

(e) ordering 2 or more of the sanctions described in paragraph (b)." 

Page 2 of 9 
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The general interests of local government in WA 

4. Pursuant to clause 8(6) of Schedule 5.1 to the Act. each of the Panel's members is 
to have regard to the general interests of local government in the State. 

Panel's views on how the subject Minor Breach should be dealt with under 
section 5.110(6) 

Councillor Yates' antecedents 

5. At the time of signing these Reasons, Councillor Yates has previously been found 
under Part 5 Division 9 of the Act to have committed 7 minor breaches (one of which is 
the subject Minor Breach). The details of the other 6 minor breaches (two of which are 
to be treated as one minor breach for the purpose of section 5.110(6)), and how the 
Panel has respectively dealt with them (if at all) to date pursuant to that section, are as 
indicated in the following table: 

Matter details Description of minor breach/es the Panel Details of action t~~~ 
has found has occurred under section 5.110 6 

Matter 1#01 : That on 5 September 2009 Councillor Yales The Panel dealt with the 
(1 minor breach) commi"ed a breach of regulation 8 by using a Town minor breach pursuant to 

resource (namely, the boundary fence of section 5.11 O(6){a) by 
Complaint : Bassendean Oval) to place or cause the placement dismissing the complaint. 
SP 34 of 2010 of 4 banners on it, for the purpose of the interests of 

the beneficiaries and other persons associated with 
Coml;1lainant: the brand 'Fresh Faces, New Directions" , without 
Cr Michell e Stubbs such use and such purpose being authorised under 

the Acl or by the Councilor the Town·s Chief 
Execulive Officer. 

Matter #02: That on 9 March 2010 Councillor Yates committed a The Panel dealt with the 
(1 minor breach) breach of regulation 7{1 )(a) in that he made improper minor breach pursuant to 

use of his office as a Council member to gain directly section 5.11 0(6)(b)(i) by 
Complaint: or indirectly an advantage for an immediate next· ordering that Councillor 
SP 35 of 2010 door neighbour of his , a Ms C McGregor, when he Yates be publiCly 

sent an email to his fellow Town Councillors giving censured as specified in 
Coml2lainant wrong advice to them, and inappropriately lobbying the Minute of Order 
Cr Michel1e Stubbs or attempting 10 innuence and putting pressure on attached to its DeCISion 

them, in relation to a request by Ms C McGregor to and Reasons for Decision 
the Town of Bassendean to have the R coding of her in the matter. 
property at 12 Thompson Road, Bassendean 
increased from residential R25 to R40 (the matter), 
knowing that he had a proximity interest in the 
matter. and knowing that he was precluded from 
participating in the d iscussions and the decision 
making procedure relating to the matter when it was 
before the Town's Council later on that date. 

Matter #03: That in early March 2010 Councillor Yates [Note: The evidence 
(2 minor breaches) committed a breach of regulation 8 by directly or before the Panel in 

indirectly using the Town of Bassendean's resources relation to this minor 
Complaint: (namely. its official logo) without the requisite breach and the 
SP 37 of 2010 authorisation when he placed an advertisement for a immediately following 

Town Community Workshop to be published in the minor breach in MaUer 
ComI;1:15!in5!nt: Eastern Reporter newspaper. #03 was~~re same 
Cr Michelle Stubbs evidence. 

Page 3 of 9 
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(Matter #03 cont) That on or before 16 March 2010 Councillor Yates 
commit1ed a breach of regulation 9(1) in that he 
undertook a task that contributed to the Town of 
Bassendean's administration - namely, the 
placement of an advertisement for a Town 
community workshop to be published in a 
newspaper, with the advertisement including a mark 
or design substantially similar to the Town's official 
logo - without being authorised by the Councilor the 
Town's CEO to place the advertisement. 

The Panel has nol as yet 
dealt with these 2 minor 
breaches pursuant to 
section 5.110(6). 

Matter #04: That Councillor Yates committed a breach of The Panel has not as yet 

(1 minor breach) regulation 8 by directly or indirectly using the Town 
of Bassendean's resources (namely, its official logo) 

dealt with this minor 
breach pursuant to 

Comt;1:laint withoutlhe requisite authorisation when: he tabled section 5.11 O(6) . 
SP 37 of 2010 his two alternative designs at the meetin9 o f the 

Town's Council's Cyril Jackson Physical Education & 
Com(;llainant Community Recreation Centre Management 
Cr Michelle Stubbs Committee on 11 February 2010, and he sent 

copies of those designs to a Ms Pepper of the Cyri l 
Jackson School Management on or about 10 March 
2010. 

Matter fI05: 
(1 minor breach) 

Comt;1:1ainr 
SP 37 012010 

Comt;1:lainant: 
Cr Michelle Stubbs 

That in or about early March 2010 Councillor Yates 
committed a breach o f regulation 8 by dir.ectly or 
indirectly using the Town of 8assendean's resources 
(namely, its official logo) without the requisite 
authorisation when he submi tted his banner art..vork 
to the Ashfield Soccer and Sports Club Inc. 

The Panel has not as yet 
dealt with this minor 
breach pursuant to 
section 5.11 0(6). 

Is a public apology appropriate? 

6. A public apology of Ihe kind ordered by the Panel is a significant sanction, as il 
involves a high degree of public admonition of the conduct of the council member 
concerned . 

7. The circumstances that will in almost all occasions deserve the sanction of a public 
apology to another person include those where a council member'S offending conduct is 
or conveys a slight or a personal attack on the other person, particularly where the other 
person is an employee of the council member's local government. 

8. It is the Panel's view that Councillor Yates' said offending conduct in this matter was 
a personal aHack on Mr Ian Craig McDowell (herein , Mr McDowell), who at the time was 
a Town employee and the author of the officer report in relation to which Councillor 
Yates made the relevant offending statements. 

9. In light of the contents of paragraphs 6 to 8 above, it is the Panel 's view that it is 
appropriate to deal with the subject Minor Breach by making an order that Councillor 
Yates apologise publicly to Mr McDowell, who is no longer a Town employee. 
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Is a public censure also appropriate? 

10. A public censure of the kind ordered by the Panel is a significant sanction, It 
involves a high degree of public admonition of the conduct of the council member 
concerned. 2 

11. The Panel acknowledges that when it makes an order that a Notice of Public 
Censure be published. the Notice is to be published by the local government"s CEO at 
the expense of the local government, which is a significant expense. 

12. In the Panel's view while Councillor Yates' offending conduct in this matter was 
serious it does not warrant, in addition to an order that he apologise publicly to Mr 
McDowell, the making of an order that he be publicly censured for having committed 
that conduct. 

Is training also appropriate? 

13. The Panel notes that its consideration of how a breach should be dealt with under 
section 5.110(6) must embrace the issue of whether or not it is appropriate for the Panel 
to order that the council member concerned undertake such training as it may specify. 

14. After due consideration of the information available to the Panel when it made.the 
Finding (including Councillor Yates' responses to the then subject allegation) it is the 
Panel's view that it is not appropriate that, in addition to an order that he apologise 
publicly to Mr McDowell. it make an order that he undertake training so as to not repeat 
his offending conduct in this matter. 

Is a dismissal of the complaint appropriate? 

15. 	 In light of the contents of paragraph 9 above. it is the Pane!"s view that it is not 
appropriate to deal with the subject Minor Breach by dismissing the complaint. 

Form of the public apology 

16. The Panel notes that: 

(1) 	 When it has dealt with a minor breach by ordering that a council member publicly 
apologise. the form of the apology specified by the Panel has often been a concise 
description of the found minor breach/es and a statement by the council member 
that he or she apologises to the person/s concerned for the offending conduct and 
for any embarrassment or distress that such conduct ca used to such person/so 

(2) 	 In the context of Part 5 Division 9 of the Act and the Regulat ions. the components 
of a full apology (or. a good apology) appear to consist of an acknowledgment of 
the 	 offending conduct. acceptance of responsibility, expression of remorse or 
regret. and a promise or undertaking not to repeat the offending conduct. 

2 Mazza and Local Govemment Standards Panel (2009] WASAT 165 per Judge J Pritchard (Deputy 
President) (as Her Honour then was) at (1071. 
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(3) 	 However, a forced public apology in the form described in paragraph 16(1) above 
will 	often be sufficient to publicise the relevant council member's conduct in such a 
way that his/her unacceplable conduct is identified to the public and he/she is 
effectively sanctioned . 

(4) 	 Where it thinks appropriate, the Panel may order that the person against whom the 
complaint was made make a full public apology in terms that consist of all of the 
components mentioned in paragraph 16(2) above. 

Panel decision 

17. 	 Having regard to: the Reasons for Findings; the reasons above; and the general 
interests of local government in Western Australia , the Panel 's decision on how the 
subject Minor Breach is dealt with under section 5.110(6) is that, pursuant to subsection 
(b)(ii) of that section, it orders that Councillor Yates publicly apologise to Mr McDowell 
as speCified in the attached Minute of Order. 

Carol Adams (Member) 
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NOTICE TO THE PARTIES TO THE COMPLAINT 


RIGHT TO HAVE PANEL DECISION REVIEWED BY THE STATE ADMINISTRATIVE 

TRIBUNAL 

The Local Government Standards Panel (the Panel) hereby gives notice that: 

(1) 	 Under section 5.125 of the Local Governmenl Act 1995 the person making a 
complaint and the person complained about each have the right to apply to 
the Slale Administrative Tribunal (the SAT) for a review of the Panel's 
decision in this matter. In this context. the tarm "decision" means a decision to 
fit;>f!}iss.Jtre complaint or to make an order. 

(2) 	 By rule 9(a) of the State Administrative Tribunal Rules 2004, SUbject to those rules 
an application to the SAT under its review jurisdiction must be made within 
28 days of the day on which the Panel (as the decision-maker) gives a notice 
[see the Note below] under the State Administrative Tribunal Act 2004 (SAT 
Act) section 20(1). 

(3) 	 The Panells Reasons for Finding and these Reasons for Decision constitute 
the Panel's notice (I.e. the decision-maker's notice) given under the SAT Act 

. section 20(1). 

Note: 
(1) 	 ThiS document may be given to a person in any of the ways provided for by sections 75 and 76 of 

the Interpretation Act 1984. {see $, 9.50 of the Local Govemment Act 19951 
(2; Subsections 7S(1) and (2) Of the interpretation Act 1984 read: 

#(1) 	 Where a written Jaw authorises or requires a document to be served by post, whether the 
WOld "serve~ or any of the words "gjve~, '·deliver", Or' "sMd"" or any other simifar word or 
expression is used, service shall be deemed to be effected by properly addr$$sjng and 
posting (by pre-paid post) ffle document 8S a Jotter (0 the fasl known address of the persotl to 
be served. and, unless the contrary is proved, to have been effected at the time when 
the letter would nave been delivered in the ordinary course of post {Bold emphases 
addedi 

(2) 	 Where a written few authodses or requires a document to be wrvoo by registered post, 
whether the word "serve" or any of the words wgive", "de!iver~, or "send" or any other similar 
word or expression ts used, then, if the document is eriglbfe $nd acceptable for transmissiOn 
as cenified maH, the ser,;ice of the document may be effected either by registered post or by 
certified mall." 

(3) 	 Section 76 of the Interprelalion Act 1984 reads: 
Where a writt-en law authorises or requires a document fo be served, whether the word "S$rve" or 
any of the words "give", "deliver': or Hsend" or any other simfiar word or expression is used, withOut 
dire-::ting If to be: wIVed in 8 parlicular manner, servIce of that document may b-e effected on the 
person to be served 
(a) 	 by delivenng the document to him personaffy: or 
(b) 	 by post in accordance with section 75(1); or 
(c) 	 by leaving It for him at his usual or last known place of abode, or if he is a prlncipai of a 

business, at his usual or last known place of busmess; or 
(d) 	 in fhe case of a corporation or of an association of persons (whether incorporate:d or not), by 

delivering or leaving tM document or posling it as a letter, addressed In each case to the 
corporation or aSSOCii3tion, ~l its principal place of business orpdncipa,' offlC& in the State." 
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Attachment 

Oecision~makerls Title: 
Jurisdiction: 

Act: 

File Nols: 

Heard: 

Considered: 

Coram: 


LOCAL GOVERNMENT STANDARDS PANEL 
Complaints of minor breach by local government council 
members 
Local Govemment Act 1995 
SP 31 &40 of2010 (DLG 20100195120100211) 

Determined on the documents 

11 May 2011 & 29 June 2011 

Mr B. Jolly (Presiding Member) 

Councillor C. Adams (Member) 

Mr J. Lyon (Member) 


Complaint No. SP 31 of 2010 
Complainant: (Mr) Ian Craig McDOWELL 
Council member complained about: Councillor Donald YATES 
And 
Complaint No. SP 40 of 2010 
Complainant: (Ms) Michelle STUBBS 
Council member complained about: Councillor Donald YATES 

Local Government: 	 Town of Bassendean 
Regulation found breached: 	 Regulation 10(3)(.) of the Loc,,1 Government (Rule" 

of Conduct) Regulations 1007 

-------........~.... 


MINUTE OF ORDER 

THE 	LOCAL GOVERNMENT STANDARDS PANEL ORDERS THAT: 

Donald Yates. a member of the Council of the Town of Bassendean, publicly 
apologise to Mr Ian Craig McDowell as specified in paragraph 2 below, 

2. 	 Within the period of 29 days to 43 days from the day following the date of service 
of this Order on him, the said Donald Yates arrange the following Notice of Public 
Apology to be published, in no less than 10 point print 

(a) 	 as a one-column or a two-column display advertisement in the first 15 pages 
of 'The West Australian" newspaper; and 

(0) 	 as a one-column or a two-column display advertisement in the first 15 pages 
of the "Eastern Suburbs Reporter" newspaper 
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NOTICE OF PUBLIC APOLOGY 

Two separate complaints have been 
made to the Local Government 
Standards Panel (the Panel) about my 
conduct, as a member of the Town of 
8assendean's Council at its meeting 
on 13 July 2010, during the debate 
regarding the offICer report on safe traffIC 
movement at the Morley DriveJWicks 
Street intersection. 

The Panel has considered the 
complaints, and made a finding of minor 
breach - namely, that during the said 
debate, when members of the public 
were present, I committed a breach of 
regulation 10(3)(a) of the Local 
Government (Rules of Conduct) 
Regulations 2007 in that I orally made 
statements implying that Mr Ian Craig 
McDowell, a Town employee at the time 
and the author of the said officer report, 
was dishonest. 

I apologise to Mr McDowell for my 
conduct, and regret any hurt, 
inconvenience or unpleasantness I have 
caused to him. 

DONALD YATES 
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